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1. Introduction

Let us define a persistent process as a process that saves
its execution state with system power off, and then returns
to its previous execution state upon power on. In contrast,
a non-persistent process is one that loses all its state after
system power off. Then, a system can zap out non-persistent
processes while retaining persistent processes by turning the
system off, and then, turning the system back on. Currently,
this can be done, but it takes minutes, at best, and hence,
is not a realistic approach. If, however, this could be done
within a few milliseconds and if we could set, a priori, buggy
processes that may be the cause of a faulty system to be non-
persistent, then, simply turning the system off and on, when
nothing else can resolve a faulty state, may be a feasible
solution. We advocate that with the help of new memory
technology such a system is indeed possible.

2. Storage Class Memory and Related Work

Storage Class Memory (SCM) is a new type of non-
volatile RAM (NVRAM) technology that has random byte-
addressability and non-volatility at DRAM comparable ac-
cess speed. Unlike Flash memory, SCM has fast, symmetric
read/write access time and allows in-place update. Various
form of SCM candidates, such as Phase-change RAM,
Magnetoresistive RAM, and Ferroelectric RAM, are now
available for purchase and/or under development [1]. It is
anticipated that these new types of memory will start to
replace disk and Flash memory as secondary storage and
possibly replace DRAM as well [2]–[4], in which case SCM
will become a misnomer. Hence, the advent of SCM is
starting to blur the boundary between main memory and
storage [5]. The work presented here is preliminary findings
in enhancing dependability through the use of SCM as part
of main memory.
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Previous studies on the use of NVRAM have mostly
concentrated on the use of battery-backed RAM as a fast
and reliable disk cache in the storage hierarchy [6]. In terms
of dependability, there is a study by Baker and Sullivan
that makes use of NVRAM for fast recovery [7]. In this
approach, backup copies of system states are made in the
NVRAM area, referred to as the Recovery box, so that
the system and/or applications can be regenerated quickly
from these states. The differences between Recovery box
and our approach are that our system makes use of new
memory technology, which does not require battery support,
and that our approach does not require any modifications to
the applications.

3. Selective Process Persistence System

We have developed a prototype embedded system where
part of the main memory is DRAM and part of it is SCM.
We have also implemented an instant on/off feature on this
system based on the Linux 2.6.21, where the system can be
turned off and then on in tens of milliseconds [8]. Instant
on/off is supported by storing and executing the operating
system on SCM. Upon turn off, the system stores volatile
data, e.g. CPU register data and peripheral device states,
onto SCM. By so doing, the system is always able to
maintain its full state even at power off. When power returns,
the previously saved states are restored to their appropriate
locations, and the system can start where it left off.
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Figure 1. System architecture



Figure 1 depicts the architecture of our system. While
kernel threads are always persistent in our design, user appli-
cations can either be persistent or non-persistent. Persistence
of user processes is enabled/disabled simply by invoking
a persistence enabling/disabling command. No application
modification is required to set/reset persistence. Persistent
processes allocate all their memory objects, such as slab
caches and pages, from SCM. Non-persistent processes
allocate memory objects, such as pages, from DRAM. Con-
sequently, pages of non-persistent processes become invalid
after system failure and all bookkeeping information within
the operating system needs to be cleaned up. The clean up
process is done automatically as the system loses power.

Sometimes, due to reasons such as availability, processes
known to contain bugs must be executed [9]. These buggy
processes are a threat to system dependablility. If such
buggy processes are known a priori, we can designate and
execute these processes as non-persistent processes. Upon
occurrence of a fault that can only be recovered through
a system shutdown and reboot, our system can have the
system turned off and up and running in a few milliseconds.
Non-persistent processes may just be restarted like it would
be done after system reboot, while all persistent processes
would continue what it had been doing all along. As most
software bugs are transient [9], the fault would most likely
have been resolved. This could dramatically enhance system
availability.

A number of researchers have developed software tech-
niques for persistent computing and/or surviving from failure
without turning off the system as long as possible [10]–
[12]. These software-only techniques, however, require mod-
ification of applications and/or redesign of the operating
system, and commonly incur severe space and execution
time overhead.

Compared with these previous known techniques, our
approach has the following advantages:

• Transparent to applications: Our mechanism is ap-
plicable to any application without it having to be
modified. Making a process persistent or non-persistent
is simply done by invoking a command. As a conse-
quence, administration of process persistence becomes
very simple.

• Applicable to commodity operating systems: Practi-
cal dependability mechanisms should be applicable to
commodity operating systems. Our system implemen-
tation is based on the Linux kernel 2.6.21, and we add
or modify about 3000 lines of code. We chose Linux
only because it is a widely used open source operating
system.

• Little or no space and execution time overhead:
We run persistent applications on SCM itself. We do
not perform periodic checkpointing. Consequently, no
supplementary space is needed in storage to store the
process image, or in memory for optimization. In addi-

tion, though access time of current SCM technology is
slower than DRAM by roughly 1.5 times, our method
does not require access to slow storage media.

Current limitation of our approach is that SCM is not
widely available, and that it comes with a hefty price tag.
However, this is expected to change in a few years [5]. High
prices result in limited SCM space. Space limitations will
allow only a limited number of processes to be persistent.
Hence, it is important to determine a priori which processes
are to be left persistent and which we may lose in case of
system failure.
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